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Hd wallpapers 1080p for mobile

(Pocket-lint) - HTC Diamond was an impressive phone, but suffered from one major problem: the screen was a little on the small side. So can Touch HD change everything with its bouncy 3.8-inch screen? We played to find out. Big, bloody big is the best way to describe that screen. Crisp is another word I would use as
well. Measuring 115 x 62.8 x 12 mm and weighing 146.4 grams, it's not a small phone that you can secretly hide in your pocket. To give you an idea against other phones the cover is about the same as the iPhone (hd screen is bigger though) and compared to something like the BlackBerry Curve it's about the same
thickness and width just a little higher. However, where the iPhone features only one button or curve of about 27, touch hd sports four on the front. Ditching the emergency landing on the back of the d-pad you get to pick up and hang the buttons, the home button and the back button. Everything else is expected to be
done through this big screen, and why not? After all, it's huge. Elsewhere on the design is a 3.5mm headphone jack (finally) a 5-megapixel camera (despite the diamond's 3MP offers) and a microSD card slot so you can expand the memory beyond the 512MB you get built in. The MicroSD is not hot replaceable, but it is
not buried under the battery either. Quick snapshot of the case and you're there (seriously, when was the last time you hot swapped a microSD card?). Even if you don't need it, this is a Windows device, HTC even found room for a stylus tucked in the side, so you can use (occasionally) OS fiddly. On the front of touch
HD is a four-band GSM/GPRS/EDGE device that offers 7.2 Mbps HSDPA, as well as GPS/AGPS, Bluetooth 2 + EDR and 802.11b/g Wi-Fi, which allows you to go online virtually no matter where you are. Turn it on and you'll get an HTC interface that's been live since Diamond launched earlier this year - it runs
Microsoft's Windows 6.1. Start gives you time in large numbers when you swipe left to right, giving you different screens, such as weather or email access. Maybe realizing the economic crisis the world is in, the stock page has been added probably so you can see how much money you're losing. Overall the interface (we
tried the model provided by HTC rather than Orange) is virtually identical to diamond, but additional RAM means that any lag is virtually gone (it has about 100 more MB - 288 up from 192). Charged with an accelerometer, touch HD automatically rotates when you're surfing the web and viewing pictures, though not when
writing emails or text messages. It's a tad annoying, but with a variety of different on-screen keyboards (2x QWERTY, 1x 20 key, and 12 key options), you should be able to get around your portrait/landscape writing needs. If the phone goes against the iPhone, it must do more than email and be IT Admin vole friendly.
Here HTC upped the ante on the front of the camera. Is that they have more space than diamond camera jumped from 3- to Offers. Everything is controlled via the on-screen interface - there's no dedicated shutter button - you control that tapping the screen and autofocus can be set automatically or you can use it to
determine the location of the screen. Performance unfortunately is disappointed by the lack of flash, and while the image quality is fine, it will not replace the compact over time. The settings can all be changed as you would expect, and yes, you get video recording options and the ability to send MMS. While bluetooth-ing
images to another device is possible, you can't do it from the camera app. In fact, you have to delve into Windows Mobile OS (shock), but at least unlike this device from Apple, you can do it. Verdict We like Diamond here at Pocket-lint, and it takes all the things that we were concerned with (screen size, expandable
memory and megapixel number) and fixed them. A massive magnified screen now means there's room on the screen to navigate your fingers around Windows Mobile. Catch? Well it's big and Orange will probably make the interface unusable after I played with it. If that's not enough, it's Microsoft Windows Mobile that
you love or hate. We can't help feeling, though, that had Google OS Android launched on this device complete with an on-screen keyboard (yes, it's really missing the g1), T-Mobile would be trying to keep them on the shelves. HTC - Android Touch HD if you want. You want a Windows Mobile powered iPhone, that's the
closest thing yet. Writing by Stuart Miles. Tired of your current wallpaper every time you unlock your device? Good because it's time for the next installment of our fortnight to choose with the best new, extremely high resolution wallpapers. How high, are you surprised? Well, today's largest wallpaper is actually more than
thirty-four megapixels, which is damn impressive even by the standards set out in this column. As the name suggests, these are largely aimed at Quad HD crowd-people with smartphones with a resolution of 1440 x 2560 or higher-but you can obviously make good use of it even if yours is an older smartphone model.
Whether that means 1080 x 1920 or 720 x 1280 pixels there is no difference because your device will automatically scale them down, and in the process, even give them some extra glow. Since gigantic resolution with these wallpapers, as always, we re-sized them to save time and bandwidth. So instead of having to
load over over 46 MB of walls, you only have to go when just over 1 MB. If you like something, you can download the original wallpaper here. Sign up to receive our informant! BEST VIDEO The most popular movie sharing site in the world plans to offer content in all its glory with high definition. YouTube has announced
that it will allow users to record and view full HD video; The 1080p test video is now available. All viewers with fast PMs and even faster broadband soon indulge much more. It's been about a year since the Google-owned broadcaster made 720p video available. At the time, full-HD camcorders became relatively
common and more YouTube content was uploaded than 1080p, although it could not be viewed as such. The company plans to recode all of these previously created materials so that viewers can use their original resolution. It's hard to believe that YouTube has been around for just over four years. It won't be the first
video-sharing site to offer full HD, but it will almost certainly be the one to make it masses. Alternately smirked and celebrated for blockbusters like Charlie Bit My Finger, YouTube recently became eager to present commercial content and compete with the likes of Hulu, a joint venture of three major broadcast networks.
Last spring, YouTube began offering some premium content from Hollywood; however, the term premium should be used freely because the picking was disappearing. In September, the Wall Street Journal reported [subscription requirements] that YouTube was in serious talks with major movie studios to stream movies
for hire. This step towards 1080p should support these initiatives. It's possible that YouTube could provide Blu-ray quality streams for paid content. For ordinary folk, full HD will mean the ability to share these bloopers and family videos on wall-size screens. Would-be auteurs should be aware that for now, YouTube will
continue to limit user-generated content to 10 minutes in length. However, it seems likely that the current 2GB file-size limit will get a lift, given how monstrously large those 1080p videos will be. Get those cameras right! This story, YouTube Adds 1080p HD was originally published by Macworld. Note: When you buy
something by clicking on the links in our articles, we can get a small commission. Read our affiliate link policies for more information. Graphic designer and illustrator Hampus Olsson has made the official OnePlus 3 wallpapers available to the public. In the OnePlus tradition, the new papes pack a lot of abstract eye
candy with swirling colors and trippy terrain renders.Mr. Olsson is also the artist behind the OnePlus 2 and OnePlus X bacgrounds, where he experimented with putting acrylic into 3D space. He decided to take it a step further for the new flagship, however, and the results are pretty amazing, we have to say. The artist is
promoting his wallpaper app Abstruct, coming soon to Android and iOS, with a selection of amazing high-res backgrounds, available for download in the famous 4K over on his linked blog below. Source: Hampus Olsson (Abstruct) via OnePlus Forum Subscribe to our newsletter! I love Halloween. It's my second favorite
holiday just for Christmas, but it has a special place in my heart because I get back-to-back goodies from my birthday and then, 24 hours later, all the goodies Halloween brings. People on DualBoot games (creators of other wallpapers like Celtic Garden HD) have whipped another one for us, this time all creepy and
scary, just in time for Halloween. It's called Haunted House HD, and as far as live wallpapers go, even if it's time-sensitive, it's probably one of the nicest I've come across. From the moment you pop open the live wallpaper selector and select Haunted House HD, the Halloween vibe will wash over you. The camera pans
the haunted house, shrouded in fog, as the lights flash on and off intermittently. Jack-o-lanterns guard the door and terrifying messages appear through the door in blood. Everything is pretty smooth, even though so much is happening. Doors open and close separately while the camera sweeps back, lights turn on,



revealing the silhouette in the window, and the flag on the mailbox moves up and down of its own accord. To go inside the house, you will need to jump into the fully loaded settings menu and change the view of the camera. Inside the house is as much as (if not more) occupied as an exteriour. The lights continue to
flash, the fire is pale, spookily blue and the images have skulls overlapping the face of the subject. The ethereal steps pulse and disappear on the floor, and a strange breeze throws the chandalier around. It's a lot to take in, but it's still great fun. Back to the settings menu when I said loaded, I meant it. You can choose to
display the camera, set the name of the mailbox and door, select the kind of face you want for pumpkins, and individually enable or disable each variable wallpaper offers. If you feel like getting into the festive spirit, Haunted House HD is $1.99 in the Android Market. We have more images and download links after the
break. Break.
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